
AN ANALYSIS OF THE AIRPLANE USE DURING THE WORLD WAR ONE

Although aviation was in an embryonic state during the conflict, war in The use of lighter-than-air platforms in the 19th
century laid the . though post-war German analysis questioned the effectiveness of some of this effort.

Thus, during and , German aviation came to concentrate air assets at time-specific and geographically
important locations to contest the control of the air, a situation compounded by the industrial superiority of the
Allies. Rotary engines were air cooled, and thus very light. In the first battle of World War I, the Germans
assaulted the heavily fortified city of Liege , using the most powerful weapons in their arsenalâ€”enormous
siege cannonsâ€”to capture the city by August  The first aerial bombardment occurred three years later, during
the Italo-Turkish War, when Italian Lieutenant Giulio Gavotti threw four grenades out of his Etrich Taube
monoplane from an altitude of ft. He was a popular choice for this role due to his slight frame, which allowed
a plethora of technical equipment to be stashed in the cockpit alongside him. The use of lighter-than-air
platforms in the 19th century laid the foundation for the use of air power in the observation and
reconnaissance roles, while the emergence of heavier-than-air flight added the further advantage of ever
increasing speed. Wireless telegraphy and emerging technologies such as radio provided close to real-time
information, aiding coordination between aircrews and ground forces. In turn, German air policy and practice
came to rely on quality over quantity in the battle for the control of the air, illustrated by the introduction of
the Fokker DVII. British fighter planes also earned a fierce reputation with the introduction of the Sopwith
Camel, a technological marvel with twin machine guns mounted directly in front of the cockpit. The process
of integrating air power in conjunction with other naval assets highlighted the need to analyse capabilities and
link them with technology. A German immigrant named Gustave Whitehead reportedly flew a
heavier-than-air, powered airplane over Fairfield, Connecticut, in , and the Wright Brothers famously took to
the air two years later. As the war became an entrenched battle of attrition, a system for the collection and
dissemination of aerial intelligence facilitated increased coordination between the operations of aircrews and
ground units. Many of the aircraft in were of "pusher" layout. He landed his plane safely, but died shortly
thereafter. Similarly, on the Eastern Front bombing was recognised to be a useful adjunct to Russian
operations and, for example, was used on the Southwestern Front; however, overall, air-ground cooperation
remained difficult for the Russians. Nevertheless, the patrols also benefitted from the introduction of the large
Felixstowe F. The Morane-Saulnier L, a French plane, provided a solution: The propeller was armored with
deflector wedges that prevented bullets from hitting it. His second report recommended the creation of the
RAF and suggested that at some point in the future, independent strategic air operations might become the key
operation in war. During the Verdun Campaign of , the French assigned air crews to support specific units of
artillery and infantry as aerial sentries, providing a stream of coverage during engagements. However, after the
Gotha raids in the summer of , the political, press and public reactions were nothing short of sensational. In
this, they were partly successful as they defended Adriatic ports from attacks by Italian bombers; yet by ,
problems of supplies and logistics meant that they were not able to contest airspace efficiently. German Air
Doctrine, â€”, Baltimore , p. Tracking down Lucas After six months on the trail of these adventurous
innovators, I was finding information on Lucas to be particularly elusive. At the Paris Aero Salon, French
engineers revealed the first airplane to be equipped with a specially configured aerial camera. The moratorium
designed to protect Farnborough academics, which meant experimental tasks were delegated to army test
pilots, started to have serious operational ramifications. It should also be noted that, despite the separate
thematic treatment of the control of the air and tactical air power, the two were synonymous and Allied
success in applying tactical air power to the land battle in cannot be separated from the fight for control of the
air. For this reason aircraft were designed for stability. World War I Begins Convinced that Austria-Hungary
was readying for war, the Serbian government ordered the Serbian army to mobilize and appealed to Russia
for assistance. Both sides dug into trenches , and the Western Front was the setting for a hellish war of attrition
that would last more than three years. Despite being susceptible to aerial attack, balloons would still be used in
the First World War as observation posts and bombing platforms. Air Power and the Western Front
Campaigns. But he also formalised the maths describing the action of a parachute having learned to use one
himself. The young Winston Churchill, then first lord of the British Admiralty, resigned his command after the
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failed Gallipoli campaign in , accepting a commission with an infantry battalion in France. Many of them paid
the ultimate price. In the centuries before World War I, wars were waged on land or by navies on the high
seas. One way was by firing upon them from the ground, which was ineffective until guns could be better
adapted for the purpose. While there was an initial outcry about airship raiding against Britain, especially in
the Northcliffe Press The Times and Daily Mail among the most influential publications , the spasmodic
nature of such operations limited their political impact. William Farren and David Pinsent. When Italy joined
the war in , it did so as the only country with an aeroplane specifically designed for bombing, the Caproni
Ca1. However, it was on the Western Front that crucial developments occurred. David Hume Pinsent is
perhaps more famous for his relationship with philosopher Ludwig Wittgenstein than for his academic
prowess. The alternative layout, where the propeller faces forwards and pulls the aircraft, was called a
"tractor" design. As the conflict dragged on, the demand for stronger, faster, more manoeuvrable and versatile
aircraft grew rapidly. On the Eastern Front , reconnaissance and observation were necessary, though the
geographic scope of the theatre made it a challenging process.


